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HOLDING AREA. (radio interviews heard)*written at end of script 

Opening Video Sequence with Music. 

 
OPENING VIDEO 

The sea is everything. It covers seven tenths of the terrestrial 

globe. It is an immense desert, where humanity is never lonely, for 

they feel life stirring on all sides. It is the Living Infinite. 

But what do we need to keep the sea safe? To keep the world 

safe? Courage. Ingenuity. The best and the brightest minds 

humanity has to offer coupled with Advanced Infiltration skills 

and Tactical Combat Solutions. We have the resources of every 

nation brought to bear to protect our world. And we have you. As 

a member of the elite international naval force code-named ORKA, 

you are the lifeline for humanity in that Living Infinite. We 

are ORKA.  ORKA “moving in a moving world”. 

 
The door opens and the ENSIGNS are met by INTRO ORKA OFFICER. 

 
INTRO ORKA OFFICER  

Ensigns, right this way.  

Keep moving in a line. All the way to the curtain. Now stand on 

the red line. ON THE RED LINE (etc…) 

The ENSIGNS follow the INTRO ORKA OFFICER to the BRIEFING ROOM. 

 

 

BRIEFING ROOM 

 
INTRO ORKA OFFICER  

Ensigns, your mission briefing begins now. General Hinton will 

address you momentarily. When you are in his presence, you must 

salute. Have you been taught the salute? 

 
The INTRO ORKA OFFICER teaches the ENSIGNS the ORKA SALUTE. 

 
INTRO ORKA OFFICER (CONT’D) 

Do you understand? Good. General Hinton on deck. Salute! 

 



 

 

GENERAL GERALD S. HINTON enters, flanked by two ORKA AGENTS, 

COMMANDER LOWSHACK and DOCTOR HELIO MATHIS 

 
INTRO ORKA OFFICER salutes. He indicates to the ENSIGNS that 

they should salute as well. The ENSIGNS salute. 

 
GENERAL 

Ensigns, Welcome to the Titan, flagship of the ORKA fleet. Many 

of you have traveled great distances to be present here today... 

I want to personally thank you for that. ORKA thanks you for 

that. I know that many of you have questions concerning the 

details and the objectives of this mission… We regret the level 

of secrecy required, but I assure you, all of your questions 

will be answered today. Only then will you understand our need 

for precaution. 

(A beat.) 

 
GENERAL (CONT'D) 

To my left is Commander Elizabeth 

Lowshack, she will be your Mission Commander. 

 
Lowshack steps forward and salutes. 

 
GENERAL (CONT’D)  

To my right, is Doctor Helio Mathis, advanced nautical 

technology expert.Helio steps forward and salutes. 

 

GENERAL (CONT’D) 

The two officers standing before you have over two decades of 

experience in the field- 

 

INTRO ORKA AGENT calls from down the hall. 

 

INTRO ORKA AGENT 

General, urgent from Command. 

 

GENERAL 

I’m needed on the Bridge. Commander, take them through it. 



 

 

 

INTRO ORKA AGENT 

Salute! 

 

GENERAL 

Good luck, Ensigns. 

 
The GENERAL rushes off with the ORKA AGENT. Lowshack steps 

forward. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Ensigns, Pay close attention, the briefing must be swift, for 

time is of the essence. 

 

Projected Images of News Clips of missing international ships 

 

HELIO 

Ten years ago, we began receiving reports of ships sinking in 

international waters, the cause and pattern of these disasters 

were unknown. The U.S.S. Lincoln was dispatched to investigate, 

with a team led by Professor Pierre Arronax, the foremost expert 

on marine life in the world.  

 

Click to slide of the Lincoln as debris. 

LOWSHACK 

Thirty one days after leaving port the Lincoln was destroyed; 

its entire crew was presumed dead.  

HELIO 

Four years later, a man named Ned Land  

 

NEXT IMAGE: Ned Land is displayed, holding a harpoon 

confidently. 

 

HELIO (CONT’D) 

stumbled up to the doors of the Canadian Embassy in Singapore, 

disheveled and near death, claiming to be a survivor of the 

Lincoln expedition. The story he told was remarkable… 



 

 

 
LOWSHACK 

Land explained that he had been “taken” from the wreckage and 

held prisoner aboard the most advanced aquatic craft known to 

man— 

 

Helio brings up schematics of the Sub titled “The Nautilus” 

 

LOWSHACK (CONT’D)  

The Nautilus. This, Ensigns is what has been sinking our ships. 

 
Helio displays various schematics of the NAUTILUS TECHNOLOGY. 

 

LOWSHACK (CONT’D) 

The estimated cost of building it is what most nations spend in 

a decade. 

 

HELIO 

A modern marvel of design and technology light years ahead of 

our current understanding. We know very little about the 

Nautilus, we know less about its Captain…   

 
Picture resembling a mugshot of Pius Alquis 

 

LOWSHACK 

Nemo.  No country of origin. No known history, she has no past. 

Appearing only in undisclosed locations, cloaked, surrounded by 

her crew and speaking only through them. All attempts to 

establish her intentions have yielded no results.   

 

HELIO 

From Ned Land's accounts, the world governments pooled their 

resources to design and implement technology to counter the 

advanced nature of the Nautilus. 

 



 

 

LOWSHACK 

ORKA was formed with this specific task of apprehending the 

international criminal known as Captain Nemo and bringing her to 

justice. Two hours ago, a team of ORKA agents assaulted and 

overtook one of the Nautilus’s submersible scout vessels, known 

as the Sting Ray. We will use the Sting Ray to dock with the 

Nautilus and take them by surprise. Today, we capture Captain 

Nemo  

 
Orka Agent #1 enters with bar censored wrist bands. 

 

LOWSHACK 

Put your arm out to receive your bar censored identification 

bands. They are color coded... Some of them are blue. Some of 

them are orange. This is only equipment you will receive on this 

mission.  

Any incendiary weapons could cause an explosion flooding the 

Nautilus with us on it, this mission relies on speed and 

stealth. 

In my hand, the only other tool at our disposal, is what is 

known as a "micro-weapon." An experimental device we call "the 

Lux", it emits a very bright radon strobe capable of stunning 

enemies should we have no other options. 

Blue & Orange. Arrange yourselves by color. Blue here. Orange 

here. GO! 

 

HELIO 

Blue here. Quickly over here ensigns. 

 

LOWSHACK 

(over Helio’s line) 

Orange here. Move, move, move! 

 
Lowshack watches unsatisfied. Helio is moderately impressed. 

 
HELIO 

That was quite fast. 



 

 

 
LOWSHACK 

Not fast enough! Once we board the Nautilus we will need to move 

swiftly and we will need to move quietly. Your superior 

officers, myself and Doctor Helio will give you the following 

commands... 

Lowshack raises her hand up. 

LOWSHACK (CONT’D) 

This means stop. 

Lowshack lowers her palm to the ground. 

LOWSHACK (CONT’D)  

This means get down. 

(A beat.)  

Now! 

 
Helio and the rest of the crew get down on Lowshack’s command. 

LOWSHACK (CONT’D) 

And when I do this… you move. And move fast. 

 
Lowshack gives the sign for move. 

 
LOWSHACK (CONT’D) 

Your body must be in a ready state for physical feats of the 

highest magnitude. I want ten jumping jacks. Now! 1, 2, 3 I 

can’t hear you 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 

 
The Ensigns, Helio and Lowshack all do jumping jacks. 

 
LOWSHACK (CONT’D)  

Not bad. This operation is classified. Separation from the group 

will result in your capture, the consequences of which are dire. 

Captain Nemo is responsible for the deaths of 1,136 naval 

officers serving beneath twelve different flags. She is 

merciless. She will- 

 
The INTER-COM sounds. 



 

 

 
INTER-COM 

The STING RAY is ready for departure. 

 
HELIO 

That’s our cue. 

  

LOWSHACK 

Helio, make the final preparations. 

 

HELIO 

 (I need 5 Ensigns to take the stairs with me.) 

 
LOWSHACK 

Everyone else, follow my lead, to the docking station. Swiftly 

now! Time is of the essence! MOVE! 

 
The ensigns move from alarm area into the elevator waiting. 

 

LOWSHACK 

There will be a slight shift when the elevator pressurizes. 

 

The elevator shakes 

That was it. 

 

 

1ST ELEVATOR 

 
LOWSHACK 

You are here because you are the best of the best… should we 

fail in our mission today, we may never get another chance. Only 

through your skill and expertise will we succeed. 

 



 

 

Lowshack turns to the view screen. 

 

LOWSHACK (CONT’D) 

Lieutenant Knox, Team is in transit to Sting Ray. Status Report? 

 

LIUETENANT KNOX can be seen on the viewing screen, puzzling over 

the controls. 

 

LIEUTENANT KNOX 

(Caught by surprise.) 

Lowshack? Uh, Commander! In transit. As in you are all coming to 

the Sting Ray? Now? 

 

LOWSHACK 

We are, Lieutenant. Status Report? 

 

LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Uh… You seem early. Are you early?… 

 

LOWSHACK 

This is the time table, Knox. 

 

LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Right. You are completely right, Commander. But Vasquez and I 

spent a lot of that time taking apart and reassembling the 

engine couplings, the propulsion systems, the auxiliary power 

units— 

 

LOWSHACK 

You had one job, Lieutenant: Get the Sting Ray ready for our 

infiltration mission.  

 



 

 

LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Commander, this is the most sophisticated craft we've ever seen.  

 

LOWSHACK 

Will the Sting Ray be ready to launch when we get there, Knox, 

yes or no? 

 

LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Commander, it's me. Once I get this baby out into open water, 

I'll make it dance, I'll make it sing, I'll make it— 

 

LOWSHACK 

Be ready Knox. 

 

LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Yes Commander. 

 

 

AIRLOCK TO SUBMERSIBLE 

LOWSHACK raises a halt signal next to a viewing screen. 

 

LOWSHACK 

That’s a halt signal Ensigns! There is one last command you must 

learn... it is not a visual command, it is a verbal command. 

Should I say the word ABORT, the mission is compromised. You 

must get back to the sting ray by any means possible, by any 

means necessary. Do you understand? DO YOU UNDERSTAND? 

 

Hatch to the Sting Ray Opens. Knox leans out. 

 

LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Commander, the Sting Ray is locked, loaded and ready to launch. 

(To the Ensigns) You all ready to see some incredible stuff?  



 

 

 

LOWSHACK 

(Ignoring him) 

Everyone on board.  

 

HELIO 

Brace up against the walls for launch (etc…) 

 

KNOX 

Propulsion levels at 7, 4, and 2. Readings at 9 and 8 

Engine recoil standing Optimal at 5.8 

Alpha Sequence reading 4, 8, 15, 16, 23, 42.  In Status 4,2,4 

Internal, Green.  Expath, Green.  Highcast Standards reading in 

Green. 5,7,0 

Interarch up 2. up 9. Up 3.   

Delay Shutter Negative bottoming out 2, 0, 0 

 

THE STING RAY SUBMERSIBLE 

They file onto the submersible. VASQUEZ scans their wrists as 

they go through the entrance. It is a long narrow craft with 

seating for ten. Two ORKA AGENTS pilot it at the front, with a 

viewing dome in front of them, showing the shallow ocean. 

 
VASQUEZ 

Commander. We’re all buttoned up. 

Ready when you are. 

 
LOWSHACK  

Lieutenant? You're prepared to pilot? 

 
LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Prepared as I'll ever be... 



 

 

 
LOWSHACK  

Nice and easy now. 

 
LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Detaching from airlock. 

 
Sound of Airlock detaching 

 
VASQUEZ 

Firing bolts... 

 
Sound of Bolts Firing 

LOWSHACK 

Take her out, Lieutenant. 

 
LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Aye, Aye Commander. 

Lieutenant Knox punches a few controls. The Sting Ray is taken 

out. It’s rough at first, but then the engines kick into Whisper 

Mode, much to the surprise of everyone on board. 

 

LOWSHACK 

(To the Ensigns.)  

At 13:39 the Nautilus was detected off the coast of Portugal by 

the British Navy's sonar sweeps, and has been disabled and 

blockaded by the Portuguese Navy. She currently lies broken five 

nautical miles from our position. 

 
The descent shows lights drawing closer in the water, masked in 

shadow, in front of them. 

 
VASQUEZ 

Commander, we are approaching the Nautilus. 

 



 

 

The Nautilus appears on screen... it gets bigger... and 

bigger... and bigger. 

 
LIEUTENANT KNOX  

Now that’s a ship! Commander, it’s not too late to head topside 

for backup-- 

 
LOWSHACK 

Bring us in close. 

 

VASQUEZ 

Going to black. 

We hear the sound of the Stingray docking to Nautilus 

 
LOWSHACK 

Establish communication link. 

 
LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Establishing communication link. 

 
The LIEUTENANT punches a few buttons on the control panel. 

Lowshack moves to the wall of the STING RAY. 

 
He opens a small locker against the wall. BOUND NAUTILUS CREW-

MAN stands with his hands and legs bound in the small location. 

Lowshack removes the gag of the BOUND NAUTILUS CREW MAN. He 

looks terrified. 

 

HELIO 

The Nautilus does not suspect that we have captured the Sting 

Ray.  

 

LOWSHACK 

We’d like to keep it that way. Act natural. Understand? 



 

 

 
Lowshack holds up the COMMUNICATION DEVICE so the BOUND NAUTILUS 

CREWMAN can speak into it. 

 
BOUND NAUTILUS CREWMAN 

Nautilus... this is STING RAY... 

request deployment of air-lock. 

Radio static. 

Nautilus... this is sting ray... 

Request deployment of the airlock (A beat.) 

We’re a little late returning, got lost in the forest. 

Radio static. 

 
HELIO 

It appears our efforts to cut off the Nautilus’s oxygen supply 

have been successful. 

 
LOWSHACK 

It appears that way, yes. 

 
HELIO 

You suspect a trap? 

 
LOWSHACK 

Always. 

(To BOUND NAUTILUS CREWMAN.) Your use has expired. 

 
BOUND NAUTILUS CREWMAN 

I assisted you all I could... I did as you asked... I did as- 

 
Lowshack shocks his neck with SMALL DEVICE and he collapses. 

 
LOWSHACK 

(To Lieutenant Knox.) Can you deploy the air-lock remotely? 



 

 

 

LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Negative, The Nautilus Security 

System disabled the override. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Options? 

 
LIEUTENANT KNOX 

It’s a meter of reinforced, hydro-chlorine etched steel. We go 

home and tell our grandkids we saw a really big submarine. 

That’s the ball game. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Vasquez? 

 
VASQUEZ makes gesture of ripping open metal 

 

LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Wait what is that? What does that mean? Are you saying we cut a 

hole in the side of the Nautilus? This isn’t a can of soup! 

We’re hundreds of feet below sea level. You could flood the 

Nautilus! You could flood the Sting Ray! You could kill us all! 

 
Pause. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Do it. 

 
Vasquez gets his DEMOLITION EQUIPMENT 

Knox sighs and sits down at his control panel. 

 

HELIO 

Oxygen levels are at five percent and falling. 



 

 

 
LOWSHACK 

Activate personal 02 fields.  

 

Side of Nautilus Revealed 

VASQUEZ begins cutting into the side of the Nautilus 

(noise of air as wrist bands turn white) 

 
KNOX 

O2 Fields Activated! 

 
HELIO 

This is where it gets interesting. When low oxygen environments 

are detected, each of your wrist bands will now release oxygen 

directly to your body.  Don’t remove them.  At five percent 

oxygen levels, the Nautilus crew will still be able to breath, 

but will be fatigued, irritable or unconscious. They will be in 

no condition to stop us. 

 
VASQUEZ Gets done cutting the door  

 
LIEUTENANT KNOX 

Been a pleasure serving with you all. 

 
VASQUEZ pulls open the side of the Nautilus to Enter 

 
VASQUEZ 

All clear. No visuals on hostiles. 

 
LOWSHACK  

Lieutenant... This is our only means of escape. Do not lose this 
position. 

 
LEUTENANT KNOX 

Understood commander. 



 

 

 

LOWSHACK 

Helio? 

(Helio head nod) 

 

LOWSHACK 

Ensigns, Prepare to board the Nautilus. 

 
Lowshack and Helio lead the ensigns down the hall. 

 
HELIO 

Ensigns with me. 

The way to the bridge is down this corridor, where we’ll find 

Nemo and end— 

 

LOWSHACK 

Helio! To the sides! 

 

Lowshack grabs Helio to stop him. 

She pulls out a spray can and reveals the laser grid that’s 

blocking their way. 

 
HELIO 

A Laser defense grid!? 

 
LOWSHACK 

The security systems are still in place. 

 

HELIO 

Ensigns, we must avoid being detected by the ship’s security 

system. Move slowly, no sudden movements, no noise, we don’t 

know what might set off the alarms. Don’t touch anything. Not 

even the walls. This way. 



 

 

NAUTILUS HALLWAY 

 

(The ensigns move silently through the hall. Suddenly…) 

INTER-COM  

Intruders detected- Intruders detected- 

 

The Alarm sounds 

 

HELIO 

Commander-- 

 
LOWSHACK 

I hear it. Run! 

 

HELIO 

Run! 

We run through the Nautilus. With the alarm blaring. We reach 

the SECURITY NODE. Helio inserts a device into the side of the 

NODE 

 

LOWSHACK 

Helio… 

 
HELIO 

Jamming the signal, Commander. 

 
Helio disables it. The light turns green. A DOORWAY stand next 

to the node. 

 
INTER-COM (CONT’D)  

-Intr- (A beat.) Area is secure. 

 

 



 

 

HELIO 

Just in time. 

 
HELIO steps forward and examines the lock on the door. 

 
HELIO (CONT’D) 

The defenses of the Nautilus are significantly more 

sophisticated than Ned Land originally conveyed. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Or Nemo has made them more robust in anticipation of our 

arrival. 

 
HELIO 

Yet no one to greet us... 

 
LOWSHACK 

Can you open it? 

 
HELIO 

The question is not can, the question is how, as in how many 

seconds will it take me? 

 
Helio begins tinkering with the lock. Lowshack keeps her eyes on 

the perimeter. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Whatever you’re doing, do it quick. If we are caught out in the 

open like this, the entire vessel will be locked down. 

 
HELIO  

(Focused on the lock.)And then we would be trapped. 

 
LOWSHACK 

You would be trapped, Doctor. 



 

 

 
HELIO  

(Focused on the lock.) 

And you would be what, Commander? 

 
LOWSHACK 

I’d be cornered. I'm at my best when I'm cornered. 

 
The door pops open. Helio grins back at Lowshack. 

 
HELIO 

Move. 

 
They lead the group into the Security Room. 

 

THE SECURITY ROOM. 

 

HELIO 

(Impressed) 

Ensigns, this is the security room for the entire ship. I need you 

to post up in the middle of the room. Here, here. Stay away from 

the computer banks until we know what we are dealing with (etc…) 

 

LOWSHACK 

Doctor! Defang the defenses to give us a straight path to Nemo. 

Ensigns, when the alarms are down, we’re storming the bridge. Be 

ready. 

 
HELIO  

(Assessing the room.) 

Interesting… 

 
LOWSHACK 

What? 



 

 

 
HELIO 

This system is beyond anything we were led to suspect. A quantum 

encrypted supercomputer that requires the highest clearance 

level to access...  

 
LOWSHACK 

Just hack the system. 

 
HELIO 

I could. But I would need a year. 

 
LOWSHACK 

A year? 

 
HELIO 

Approximately. 

 

LOWSHACK 

If we can't bring down the security grid, we’ll never get to 

Nemo. We need full access to the Nautilus… 

 

HELIO examines the SHIP DIAGRAMS on the DISPLAYS. 

 

HELIO 

The laser defense system requires such a great deal of energy 

that each grid isn’t individually powered… each node is 

connected and acts as linked chain back to the Engine Rooms… 

Like a string of Christmas lights... 

 

LOWSHACK 

Break one bulb, we break them all. 

 

HELIO 

Exactly. If we overload the grid at this point, the system will 

reboot, giving me access. Now it looks like we passed one power 

relay on the way here. 

 



 

 

LOWSHACK  

(Starting to leave)On it. 

 

HELIO 

Wait! After the reboot, I’ll only have seconds to infiltrate the 

Nautilus main frame from this terminal. 

 

STAGE MANAGER 

(if mutiny ready) 

Commander, we’re clear. 

STAGE MANAGER 

(if mutiny not ready) 

Oxygen levels at 50%. 

 

LOWSHACK 

50 percent? 

 

HELIO 

Yes, oxygen is coming back 

online across the board. 

 

 

LOWSHACK 

How is it coming back so 

quickly? We disabled it. 

 

HELIO 

Commander, with these 

readings… 

 

LOWSHACK 

The crew should be waking up. 

 

HELIO 

Or they’re awake already… 

 

STAGE MANAGER 

Commander, we’re clear. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Orange Team, you’re with me. I’ll keep you safe. Blue Team, 

you’re with Dr. Helio. Keep him safe. 

 

HELIO 

Stay in radio contact. 



 

 

 
LOWSHACK 

I always do. 

 
Lowshack and her crew leave. 

 
HELIO 

She never does… alright, Blue Team take up positions along the 

computer banks. Don’t touch anything yet. 
 

LOWSHACK  

(Over the Radio) 

Helio, do you read me? 

 
HELIO 

Yes commander. Are you at the power relay? 

 
LOWSHACK 

I’m standing right in front of it. 

 
HELIO 

You need to find an auxiliary power device to override the 

system. 

 
LOWSHACK 

We don’t have a power source!  

There’s nothing else down here, Helio. 

 
HELIO 

The wristbands! 

 
LOWSHACK 

What? 

 



 

 

HELIO 

The wristbands! Each contain a small amount of power, combined 

they could- 

LOWSHACK 

Just do it! 

HELIO  

Ensigns, when I say go, put 

your wristbands against the 

nodules, to overload the 

system… Like this. Not yet. 

Ready? 

LOWSHACK 

Ensigns, when I say go, put 

your wristbands against the 

nodules, to overload the 

system… Like this. Not yet. 

Ready? 

Helio and Lowshack demonstrate holding his wrist up to the nodes 

throughout the security room. 

LOWSHACK 

(Into radio.) 

We’re all ready in here Helio. 

The ensigns find the nodes. 

 

HELIO 

Everyone hold very still. This will either work... Or it will go 

very badly. On my mark: 3, 2, 1. 

 

HELIO/LOWSHACK 

Go! 

Helio works at the control panel. The security grid powers on. 

We see the various grids and maps of the Nautilus boot up on the 

screen. 

HELIO 

Got it! We’re in!  

HELIO/LOWSHACK 

Well done, Ensigns 

HELIO 

Report Back, Orange Team. 

LOWSHACK 

Move. 



 

 

MUTINY CORRIDOR 

 

Lowshack lifts up her arm to halt. We hear the shouts of the  

NAUTILUS CREW around the corner. 

Lowshack gives the GET DOWN signal and we creep forward and 

watch the mutiny from a distance. 

HELIO/LOWSHACK 

It appears the crew is in Mutiny. 

 
COMMANDER SCHIFF 

Back to your posts! All of you back to your posts! 

 

MUTINY NAUTILUS CREW #1 

The Nautilus is too damaged to continue, Schiff!  

 

COMMANDER SCHIFF 

Stand down! I said Stand down! 

 

MUTINY NAUTILUS CREW #2 

Get out of our way! We need to be gone before the monster 

returns to finish us off! 

 
COMMANDER SCHIFF 

Nemo’s orders are to deal with the invaders from the surface! So 

all of you will return to your posts! 

 

MUTINY NAUTILUS CREW #3 

The outsiders come for Nemo… They cut our oxygen… They prevent 

us from repairing the Nautilus… 

 

MUTINY NAUTILUS CREW #4 

Nemo has to know that the situation can’t be salvaged. We need 

to abandon ship! 



 

 

 

PIUS ALQUIS enters, first mate of the NAUTILUS. 

 

ALQUIS 

No one is abandoning the Nautilus. 

 

COMMANDER SCHIFF 

First Officer Alquis on the deck! 

 

Alquis sizes up MUTINY NAUTILUS CREW #1. 

 

ALQUIS 

Take a deep breath. All of you. Now! (A beat.) You taste that? 

Oxygen. Captain Nemo has released the auxiliary reserves... The 

Engineers have suited up and repairs are underway outside the 

vessel. We will be battle ready when the creature returns. As 

for the intruders, I want them found. I want them captured. And 

I want no more defiance of your superiors. Professor Arronax has 

assured the Captain that the creature has been repelled. The 

Captain trust him and we trust the Captain.  

 

MUTINY NAUTILUS CREW #1 

We don’t even know if the Captain can stop that creature! 

Alquis towers over Mutiny Nautilus Crew #1 

 

HELIO / LOWSHACK 

Creature? What creature? 

ALQUIS 

You forget the Captain, you forget yourself. Nemo gave you 

purpose. When you defy her orders you lose that purpose, your 

life becomes meaningless. And when meaning has departed, what 

choice have you left? Take her to the airlock, make the choice 

for her. 

 
The crew stands dumbfounded. 

 

 



 

 

ALQUIS 

The captain is... very patient. She does not become angry at 

insubordination. That’s what she has me for... 

 

Two crewman drag NAUTILUS CREW #1 away. 

 

Now, I want Professor Arronax moved to the study until power 

resumes on deck six. Does anyone object? 

 

No one objects. 

 

Commander Schiff, I believe you were going to give some orders. 

ALQUIS exits. 

 

COMMANDER SCHIFF 

Scour the ship, five crewman patrolling this sector. Seal off 
their means of advancement. 

 

STAGE MANAGER 

(over Schiff’s line) 

Ensigns, this way, quickly! 

 

MUTINY NAUTILUS CREW (ALL) 

Sir Yes Sir! 

LOWSHACK brings the group of ensigns back to the SECURITY ROOM. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Status Report, Doctor. 

 
HELIO 

Defense systems defanged, Commander. And I’ve found us a short 

cut. There’s an access panel above the bridge 300 meters down 

the utility tunnel right…(Points without looking) there.  

 

 



 

 

LOWSHACK 

Ensigns on my mark. 

 
Lowshack starts to lead the ensigns out. Helio doesn’t follow, 

he is looking at the computer screens. 

 
HELIO 

Interesting. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Hault! What’s interesting? 

 
HELIO  

It’s the bulkheads to the bridge. 

 
LOWSHACK 

What about them? 

 
HELIO 

They’re locked. (Looking away from the system for the first 

time) And they can’t be unlocked from here. They need a manual 

key code… 

LOWSHACK 

The Professor could know how to get to Nemo… He could have the 

access codes… 

 

HELIO 

Why would Nemo give a prisoner the access codes? 

 

We hear FIGHT NAUTILUS CREWMAN coming from the behind the 

security room 

 
FIGHT NAUTILUS CREWMAN  

Mess hall... secure... bulkhead four... secure... 



 

 

 
Lowshack moves down in front. NAUTILUS CREWMAN #4 turns the 

corner and sees ORKA. 

 
FIGHT NAUTILUS CREWMAN 

Intruders! 

 
LOWSHACK 

Hold this position! 

Lowshack grabs the FIGHT NAUTILUS CREW by the side of his head 

and hurls him into an adjacent room. We hear sounds of a 

struggle. Lowshack emerges, dusting her hands off, shutting the 

door behind her. She gives the signal to continue. 

 
The Engines power on. 

 
LOWSHACK 

The engines? Are we moving? 

 
HELIO 

Oh no! The thrusters brought the engines back online. 

 
LOWSHACK 

We can’t be moving! 

 
HELIO 

Ensigns, we need to get to the engine room to stop it. Follow me 

quickly! 

 
LOWSHACK 

Where is it? 

 
HELIO 

The Engine Room...should be… hmmm... 

 

 



 

 

LOWSHACK 

You saw the ship schematics! 

 
HELIO 

Only for a few seconds. 

 

LOWSHACK 

You’ve memorized more in less! 

HELIO 

(Focusing on his memory.) They don’t label the rooms in the 

schematics for security purposes… 

 
LOWSHACK 

Well, think! What would the Engine Room need? 

 
HELIO 

Multiple power sources run off from engineering… water for the 

cooling system… not located near the bow in the event of 

collision… (The pieces snap into place) Here! 

 

ENGINE ROOM 

 
HELIO 

Room clear! 

We hear a voice entering the room 

 

ENGINEER #1 

You hear something? 

 

LOWSHACK 

Everyone get down! Lights! 

 

LOWSHACK, HELIO and the ENSIGNS hide. Two ENGINEERS in oxygen 
masks emerge from the maze of machinery. 

 



 

 

ENGINEER #1  

(To Engineer #2) 

Search the area. Intruders! 
 

 

LOWSHACK knocks out first Engineer 

 
LOWSHACK leaps forward and hand cuffs the ENGINEER #2 to a 

pipe.  HELIO begins investigating the engine. 

 
LOWSHACK 

We need to stop the ship, Helio. If we capture Nemo, it won’t 

matter if we can’t get home… 

 

As LOWSHACK is speaking she sees HELIO is completely overwhelmed 

by the “engine” he is looking at. 

 

ENGINEER #2 

You’ll never disengage it. The engine is self-aware, capable of 

real-time response to threats in the environment. You do not 

possess the mental prowess... 

 

LOWSHACK 

You keep talking, it will get very dark, very fast. 

 
HELIO 

Wait...A self aware engine! 
(HELIO’s eye scans over to the Porthole connected to the engine) 

 
LOWSHACK 

Helio? 

 

HELIO 

(examining the engine) 
The engine in front of us is only the receiver of the integrated 

mental signal, the main interface, the source of the signal, is 

contained through here -  
I need everybody in here now! 

 
LOWSHACK 

You heard him! Move! Move! 

 
The ensigns crouch and crawl into the tunnel.  

 

 



 

 

 

EREBRUM 

 
In the center of the room sits the NEURO NAUTILUS CREWPERSON, 

seemingly in a trance, with numerous tubes and wires emerging 

from his head hooked up to the machinery of the engine.  The 

engine room is a deep green color. 

 

The light switches to a deep yellow. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Helio what am I looking at right now? 

 
NEURO NAUTILUS CREWPERSON 

(speaking in an altered robotic voice) 

Psychic link engaged. 

 
HELIO 

Astounding... It's responding to our mental energy…  
We need to trick the engine into flooding itself. But it’s gonna 

take all of us...  Everyone put your hand up like this. Now 

focus. Look directly at her. Concentrate. Good. Now you three 

think about water… drips… rain drops… picture it in your 

head.    

 
The lights begin to waver... 

 
NEURO NAUTILUS CREWPERSON 

Water levels raised to 98 percent. 

 
HELIO 

It’s working! Now you over here think about rivers, lakes, 

streams, waterfalls...   

 
We start to hear noises of alert from the Engine and lights 

change to BLUE-GREEN 

 
NEURO NAUTILUS CREWPERSON 

Water levels raised to 120 percent. 

 
HELIO 

Now the rest of you, think about huge amounts of water: 

typhoons, rain storms, monsoons.  

 

 



 

 

NEURO NAUTILUS CREWPERSON 

Warning, water levels at 150, 200. 

 
HELIO 

 Focus! Now everyone think about hurricanes. Water flooding this 

room, flooding the engines.  

 

NEURO NAUTILUS CREWPERSON 

(over Helio’s speech) 
Warning, water levels at… 

 
The engines around us begin to break down. Steam blows out 

of pipes. More and more valves blow, filling the room with mist. 

Concluding with the one in front of us and lights go to an 

auxiliary Red. 

 
NEURO NAUTILUS CREWPERSON 

Engine disengaged. 

 
HELIO 

Well done Ensigns!  

 
LOWSHACK 

You just bought us time. 

 
HELIO and LOWSHACK hear groans and see NAUTILUS NEURO CREWMAN 

slowly waking up and unplugging his chords 

 
LOWSHACK 

Move. 

 
We crawl back out of the ENGINE ROOM. As we move past the 

ENGINEER and down the hallway he shouts after us. 

 
ENGINEER #2 

You think this matters? You don’t matter... I don’t matter, only 

Nemo matters! 

 
We continue forward. Helio gives the halt signal and the get 

down signal. We creep past ALERT NAUTILUS CREWMAN, repairing a 

control panel. He sees the Ensigns. 

 

 
LOWSHACK 

Almost clear. 

 



 

 

ALERT NAUTILUS CREWPERSON 

Intruders! Intruders! 

 
LOWSHACK 

Helio, Ensigns, hold this position. 

 
Lowshack chases after him down the hall. 

 
HELIO 

Commander?! (Helio looks nervously to the group) 

 
We hear a song drifting down the hallway from the opposite 

direction. 

 
Do you hear that? 

 
Helio listens to doors and finds the study. 

 

STUDY 

We investigate what appears to be an empty room.  

HELIO 

Hello? In the middle of the room (etc..). Don’t touch anything. 

All right Ensigns, room clear. 

 
ARRONAX enters the roomm from a back room. 

 

ARRONAX 

Hello, you don’t have my dinner do you? 

 

HELIO 

Professor Arronax? 

 

ARRONAX 

You’re from the outside. 

 

HELIO 

I’m Doctor Helio from ORKA International. We're here to rescue 

you, Professor. 



 

 

 
ARRONAX 

Rescue? I dread to disappoint, but I am not in need of rescue 

presently. 

 

HELIO 

But you’re Nemo's prisoner, you- 

 

ARRONAX 

Nemo’s prisoner? (Laughs.) I have traveled more than 200,000 

leagues beneath these seas in the nine years I've been a guest 

aboard Captain Nemo's vessel. No Doctor, I am not Nemo’s 

prisoner… I’m terrified of her, but I travel with the captain of 

my own accord. 

HELIO 

Ned Land told us what happened! 

 

ARRONAX 

It was Land who brought you here. 

He told you of the Nautilus... 

 
HELIO 

He told us of the countless ships destroyed at the hands of 

Captain Nemo. The Ulysses. The Columbia. The Moritania. 

 
ARRONAX 

Doctor, Doctor, Doctor. The fate of those ships was decided the 

moment they entered these waters. This region is not so easily 

tamed. 

 
HELIO 

The monster we heard the crew arguing about? 

 
ARRONAX 

Oh Yes, Doctor Helio. People hear bumps in the night and wonder 

what it is. I know what it is. 



 

 

 

HELIO 

You've seen it? 

 
ARRONAX 

Yes. (A beat.) Why do you think you found the Nautilus disabled, 

seventy miles from Lisbon? We were already badly damaged before 

you ever arrived, Doctor. At the hands of the creature from the 

depths... 

 
HELIO 

You expect us to believe that some sort of-- 

 
ARRONAX 

There are things in the deep, dark things. Older and more 

terrifying than you can imagine. Ancient and capable of 

unspeakable horror. The Nautilus keeps those things at bay. Nemo 

protects us. We only wounded the creature in our last fight. 

So when it comes back… and it will come back… you would all find 

it preferable to be far, far away. 

 

Helio notices the drawing on the mirror. 

 

HELIO 

Professor, how do we…? 

 

Lowshack returns from the Engineer hunt. 

 

LOWSHACK 

Helio, I can't reach the sting ray --  

 

HELIO 

Commander... We've found 

 

LOWSHACK 

(Seeing the Prof for the first time)Professor Arronax?  



 

 

 

ARRONAX 

Oh. More visitors…. 

 

The loudspeaker sounds. The voice of CAPTAIN NEMO echoes through 

the NAUTILUS. 

 

NEMO 

(Over Loudspeaker.) Greetings intruders… this is your Captain 

speaking. Congratulations are in order. You have boarded my 

vessel. You have disabled my engines. You have impressed me. But 

this is as far you get. There is no hope of escape. Give 

yourself up now, and perhaps your life will be spared. 

HELIO 

She knows where we are. 

LOWSHACK  

If she knew where we were, she’d be here already. 

(To Arronax.) 

Professor, I am Commander Lowshack. You must assist us in 

reaching the bridge... The key codes for the bow of the vessel… 

do you have them? 

 
ARRONAX 

I do. But I will not go with you, Commander. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Why on Earth not? 

 
ARRONAX 

You do not understand because you have not seen. 

 
Silence. 

 
LOWSHACK 

I have my orders, Professor. You take us to Nemo. 

 



 

 

ARRONAX 

I will not betray her. 

 
LOWSHACK 

You do not have a choice, Professor. 

 
Lowshack places Arronax in cuffs and strong arms him. 

 
ARRONAX 

(exhale) It seems I do not. 

 
We enter the HALLWAYS. 

 

BRIG HALLWAY 

 
ARRONAX 

You are all very fortunate. Few have seen the interior of the 

Nautilus. It truly is a wonder. If you linger too long, you may 

not want to leave. 

Commander, we should cut through the brig. It’s more direct. 

Lowshack looks to Helio, who nods. The door opens and Arronax 

steps back. 

 

LOWSHACK 

After you, Professor. 

Aronax nods and enters the brig and we all follow. The brig is 

dark and Arronax is searching for the lights as the group 

gathers in their area. 

 

THE BRIG 

ARRONAX 

My apologies for the dark. It seems your attack upon the 

security system has affected the operational systems. I’m sure 

the Captain is less than pleased. 



 

 

LOWSHACK 

Professor are we…? 

ARRONAX 

We’ll be there in moments, Commander. we just need a bit of 

light to make things… 

Lights turn on and reveals Alquis and the Brig Crew 

ARRONAX 

...Clear. 

HELIO 

Professor!? 

 
LOWSHACK 

Everyone stand down.  

ALQUIS 

Thank you Professor that will be all. 

 
HELIO 

You’ll pay for this! 

 
ALQUIS 

Let’s keep this civil, shall we, Doctor?  

 

Professor passes by Helio and the Ensigns on his way out. 

 

HELIO 

Why, Professor? 

 
ARRONAX 

Don’t you see?  I don’t matter. You don’t matter. Only Nemo 

matters. 

 
ARRONAX exits. 

 



 

 

ALQUIS 

State your name. State your purpose. 

 
Lowshack says nothing. Alquis looks to Helio. 

 
HELIO 

Doctor Helio Mathis. 

 
ALQUIS 

State your purpose. 

 
HELIO 

To capture Captain Nemo and bring her to justice. 

 
ALQUIS  

(Laughs.) 

Capture Captain Nemo? Bring her to justice? How, exactly, do you 

plan on doing that, Doctor? The Sting Ray, your only means of 

escape, is destroyed. 

 
HELIO 

Destroyed? 

 
ALQUIS 

We fired a pulse charge at the vessel, hurling your team to 

their deaths into the trench below. Your means of escape are 

eroding. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Knox and Vasquez! You murdered them... 

 
ALQUIS 

You invade our ship, take our crew prisoner and disable our 

engines. And when we retaliate you complain? 

 



 

 

LOWSHACK 

The Titan has its entire armament locked on your position. There 

is no escape for you, Alquis. 

 
Alquis brings up a RADAR IMAGE of the TITAN on the screen. 

 
ALQUIS 

The Titan, flagship of the ORKA Fleet. 

 
LOWSHACK 

Alquis... 

 
ALQUIS 

There needs to be repercussions Commander Lowshack, consequences 

for your organization's actions. 

Nemo allowed you the land, but the sea, the sea is hers. 

 
HELIO 

Wait, please, you can’t, they don’t even- 

 
ALQUIS 

Ready torpedoes… 

 
BRIG NAUTILUS CREWMAN 

Torpedoes ready 

 
LOWSHACK 

Alquis! 

 
ALQUIS 

Deploy. 

 
BRIG NAUTILUS CREWMAN 

Deploying. 



 

 

 
We see the radar depiction of a TORPEDO fired at the TITAN. 

 
BRIG NAUTILUS CREWMAN (CONT’D) 

Three thousand meters and closing… two thousand… one thousand… 

target reached. Payload detonated... 

 
The blip of the TORPEDO connects with the TITAN and both blips 

disappear. 

 
We hear the sound of the TITAN destroyed, echo through the 

NAUTILUS. 

 
Alquis smirks. 

 
Seconds later, we hear the WAIL OF THE CREATURE, as it responds 

to the explosion. We see the RADAR IMAGE OF THE CREATURE. 

 
HELIO 

That’s not your torpedo, is it? 

 
ALQUIS 

No Doctor, no it is not. 

 
A PHONE on the wall begins to ring. The crew stands at 

attention.Alquis picks up phone. And we hear his muttered one 

sided call. 

 
Yes Captain. (Pause.) Yes of course. 

 
Alquis hangs up the phone. 

 
The Captain has requested your presence on the bridge. 

 
Lowshack stands. Alquis stops her. 

 
Only the Ensigns... Nemo wants them to see. The officers stay. 



 

 

 
LOWSHACK 

Ensigns, whatever you do, do not listen to Nemo! 

Ensigns!  Ensigns! (etc…) 

 

ALQUIS 

Ensigns, you’re with me. 

Ensigns, follow me. 

 
ALQUIS Leads the ENSIGNS into the elevator. As we leave, we see 

NAUTILUS CREWMEN handcuff HELIO and LOWSHACK and place them in 

the HOLD. 

We ride the elevator up several floors. The elevator signaling 

each. 

ELEVATOR VOICE 

Decks 3 through 9, Assembly Rooms, Tank Systems, Munitions, Pod 

6, Observation Floors, Bridge  

 
The Elevator door opens. 

 

ALQUIS 

Right this way ensigns, she’s been waiting for you. 

 


